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Planning a new studio project? Whether upgrading 
a studio or building one from scratch, there are a 
number of points radio broadcasters should keep in 
mind — right from the planning phase — to ensure 
the successful execution of their project.

Efficiency and cost-effectiveness are important 
for both networks and smaller stations, as are clear 
business objectives. Also key is the way in which 
media houses implement the latest technologies 
such as visual radio, virtualization and the cloud.

This latest Radio World ebook guides you on your 
journey toward the ideal radio studio. It offers examples of different stu-
dio builds; provides tips from industry experts on how to meet specific 
goals; where to begin; questions to consider; how to select the right 
gear for your needs; and more. 

Clark Novak, radio marketing specialist for Lawo AG, gives advice 
on what station managers need to know before building an IP studio. 
2wcom Sales and Marketing Manager Anke Schneider shares insight on 
cross-media adoption and how broadcasters can benefit from the evo-
lution in media consumption. 

Also, consultant Gary Kline highlights 10 tips radio broadcasters 
should keep in mind when designing or renovating a studio. And we 
step inside Radio 2 Antwerpen’s new innovative pop-up studios, which 
feature three Flexbox studios for enhanced flexibility and modular 
operation, take a tour of WTOP’s new modern facilities in Maryland, and 
more.

Send me your thoughts about this or any Radio World ebook to 
marguerite.clark@futurenet.com.

— Marguerite Clark

Marguerite Clark
Content Director
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The Capital studio in London, owned and operated by 
Global, has wrap-around LED screens, which allow the 
studio branding to be changed at the push of a button. It 
also uses five Panasonic AW-UE70 PTZ camera heads in an 
automated vision mix by Broadcast Bionics Virtual Director. 
Audio is routed through Livewire and Axia Fusion mixers. 

All the studio sources are captured automatically in multi-
track recorders to allow easy reworking of material for pod-
casts and rebroadcast. 

Axia Pathfinder pulls together all the different systems so 
that a desk profile change can activate new lighting, brand-
ing, mixer layouts and mic processing profiles.
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By Marc Maes

ANTWERP, Belgium — Radio 2 Antwerpen recently inau-
gurated new “pop-up” studios.

“The basic idea was to bring our regional studios to 
where people live and work, increasing the station’s vis-
ibility,” said Dirk Somers, head of Radio 2’s partners and 
infrastructure department. 

“It was also a cost-savings operation. Before, Radio 2 
was housed in buildings with huge studios and space for 

over 30 people. Today, we have compact, cost-effective 
and efficient working landscapes in Leuven, Hasselt, Kor-
trijk and Antwerp.”

Boosting the regional station’s visibility was a crucial 
element in the whole process, echoes Steven Cauwen-
berg, region-manager for Radio 2 Antwerpen. “The past 
41 years, the Antwerp regional studio was located in the 
back part of De Singel arts center. Today, we broadcast 
from a glass house, located in the very cradle of the city, 
within walking distance from the River Scheldt and the 

Radio 2 Antwerpen  
Inaugurates New  
Pop-up Studios
VRT’s regional channel makes use of Flexbox studios  
for flexibility, modular operation

The new facilities offer plenty of daylight in the open office space.
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town hall,” he said. 
“Our neighbors in the Beacon (a smart community and 

hub that houses more than 60 startups focused on AI and 
IoT innovation) add value to the location. This is where 
digital creatives, developing smart-city applications like 
self-driving vehicles, or elements that could become inter-
esting for radio are located. There’s quite some potential 
in future synergies or cross-pollination here.” 

POP-UP RADIO STATION
Bearing in mind a possible future relocation, the broad-

cast site’s infrastructure was conceived as a pop-up studio 
landscape. “The Beacon building was supposed to be 
replaced by a new real estate project,” added Somers. 
“We signed a five-year rental agreement but I gather that, 
considering the success of the site and its total occupancy, 
the agreement may be extended”.

The broadcaster initiated the project for the new studio 
in early 2019, with parameters like visibility, open office 
structure and user-friendliness playing a crucial role.

“Radio 2’s regional programs run on weekdays from 
6–8 a.m. and 12–1 p.m., plus three regional news inserts 
in Radio 2’s national programs,” explained Cauwenberg. 
“When we designed the studios, we calculated the max-
imum double use of the rooms. The main on-air studio 
has no specific ‘Radio 2’ branding or imaging, so other 
channels can use it. In addition, it’s possible to use the 
production studio as an on-air facility and our interview 
studio also serves as a meeting room.”

The 350-square-meter (app. 3,800 square feet) open 
office landscape with huge windows offers plenty of day-
light and looks out on a lively square. The on-air studio 
and the two production cells are housed in Flexboxes — a 
100% plug-and-play concept designed by office furniture 
manufacturer Ahrend.   

The cabins are designed to offer flexible, modular and 

functional room-in-room operations. The acoustically 
insulated Flexboxes, equipped with mains, data connec-
tion, LED-lighting and air circulation, were optimized 
for radio use. Whereas the two production boxes were 
standard, the on-air studio cube was tailor-made and 
equipped with air conditioning. 

“Alongside the three studio-boxes the work floor is split 
in a production section for audio production, and a news 
section for digital and radio content, plus two national 
news journalists operating from Antwerp as regional 
hub,” said Cauwenberg.

HEIGHT-ADJUSTABLE DESKS
A DHD 52/XC2 core powers the main on-air studio. 

There are two DHD 52/MX mixer frames at the presenter 
position and one mixer for the news host or program 
sidekick. 

“Two presenters in one self-op studio is new — before, 
the presenter and news host worked in separate studios,” 
explained Geert Cantens, engineer with VRT Labo Radio. 

Another novelty for Radio 2 Antwerpen is the integra-
tion of the Broadcast Bionics PhoneBOX SIP telephone 
system. “Until recently, the Antwerp studio used an ISDN-
based telephone system with analog lines. PhoneBOX is 
fully IP-based allowing recording, editing and the transfer 
of telephone content from a PC. On the journalists office 
desk, a small DHD module is used for preliminary talks 
and switching PhoneBOX footage/material to the main 
studio, boosting the news flow’s flexibility. PhoneBOX is 
not only the main hub to receive telephone calls, but can 
also receives LUCI calls from reporter smartphones.”

The on-air staff also works from height-adjustable 
desks — Radio 2 Antwerpen was the last studio with 
seated presenter positions. “Apart from the fact that 

Els Broekmans is a VRT Radio 2 Antwerpen presenter. 

Radio 2 Antwerpen’s space for news and digital content.

Continued on page 6  ❱
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we’re really in the middle of the action, quite a differ-
ent vibe, presenting while standing up is a bonus, and 
results in better breathing,” said presenter Els Broek-
mans. “Radio 2’s former tagline, ‘Altijd dicht bij jou’ 
[‘Always Close to You’] has become true and this reflects 
in our presentation.”

Although most processing takes place within the DHD 
engine, an Empirical Labs Distressor was added in the 
equipment rack. “It has become a standard component 
for our on-air studios and engineers have become used 
to the settings,” commented Cantens. “We also use DHD’s 
internal automatic mic mixer feature for studio guests.”

The on-air studio is equipped with a Dalet Plus playout 
system, connected with VRT’s database in Brussels as well 
as Genelec 8240A monitors and Neumann U89 micro-
phones. Two silent PCs are located under the presenter 
desk. “The whole concept had to be economical. We 
stepped away from the expensive and complex KVM con-
nection to the engine room,” Cantens explained.

CROSS-TALK STUDIO
“It was crucial that the on-air and production studios 

had the same functionalities and layout,” continued Cau-
wenberg. 

“All studios are self-op — for many people with a jour-
nalistic background, this is a next step ahead. That’s why 
our production booth is identical to the main studio,” he 
said. 

The production Flexbox has a back-up on-air studio, 
and Cauwenberg underlined the multipurpose aspect of 
the studio, for use by other VRT channels or programs.

The broadcaster uses a third booth so a guest can be 
in the Antwerp studio and the reporter in another VRT 
studio, thus not having to travel between different cities. 
“We had this option before, but we’ve added a Sennheiser 
HMD26 headset, an Axis camera and a big display,” Cau-
wenberg said.

“This allows us to interview people in Antwerp face-to-
face, offering a clean feed for any VRT channel, without 
them having to travel to Brussels. And the room also 
serves as meeting room.” 

The three studios are connected with the DHD 52/XC2 
core in the technical area — the signal is routed to VRT’s 

Steven Cauwenberg (left) is region manager for Radio 2 Antwer-
pen. Geert Cantens is engineer with VRT Labo Radio. 

❱ Continued from page 5

The transportable Flexboxes are the basis for Radio 2’s pop-up principle. 
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line center by means of a redundant 
fiber-optic link.

It was system integrator Amptec 
who won the public tender for the 
cabling and installation of the new 
studio landscape. The company also 
took on the integration of the stu-
dios in Leuven, Kortrijk and Hasselt. 

“The main challenge was that the 
configuration had to be designed 
in view of a future relocation,” said 
Jasper Willems, broadcast project 
engineer with Amptec. 

“Both the presenter desk as well 
as the three racks in the machine 
room can be disconnected — just 
put in place the horizontal cabling 
and the studio can fairly easily be 
relocated … plug and play!” n

WDR Selects Orban Audio 
Processors
Has taken delivery of 20 Optimod 8700i units 
for use across three channels

Westdeutsche Rundfunk, the public broadcast-
er in North Rhine-Westphalia, the federal state in 
Germany, has recently taken delivery of 20 Orban 
8700i audio processors.

Broadcasting on FM, DAB+ and via the inter-
net, the media house is using the new Optimod 
8700i audio processors for use at its WDR2, WDR5 
and WDR Cosmo channels. 

As part of the deal, Orban offered tech support 
and handled set-up of the units, creating presets 
according to the requirements of each program 
and format.

Orban’s flagship product, Optimod 8700i 
features include the Xponential Loudness algo-
rithm, dual redundant power supplies and safety 
bypass relays. 

NEWSWATCH

http://Orban.com
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MediaWorks Align with Orban
The Author is Blake Beale, Radio 
Engineering Manager for MediaWorks 
New Zealand

AUCKLAND, New Zealand — 
MediaWorks Radio is a New Zealand 
broadcaster with over 180 unique content 
streams broadcast over a network of 
just under 300 transmission points.  
MediaWorks broadcast 9 national brands: MoreFM, The 
Breeze, The Edge, The Rock, The Sound, MagicTalk, 
MaiFM, George FM and Magic Music.

Since its inception as a single station, Taranaki’s Energy 
FM in 1987, MediaWorks Radio, as it is now known, has 
pushed the boundaries of broadcast technology, being the 
first in NZ to use satellite delivery for music radio stations 
with closures enabling local insertion of commercials 
in 1996, a delivery method still used today.  With this 
technology approach, MediaWorks Radio was able to take 
full advantage of NZ radio deregulation of the late 90’s 
and through acquisitions and mergers is now a national 
broadcaster, continuing to grow.

Due to the unique way MediaWorks radio came to be 
through many years of acquisitions and mergers, there 
have been inconsistent technologies used from broadcast 
consoles, automation and transmitters, resulting in a 
difficult support model to 
maintain and stations that 
were once local, but now 
network brands sounding 
different in each market, eg, 
a MoreFM could have an 
Orban 8500 in one market 
and a 25 year old Unity2000 
in another, creating a network 
which sounded different in 
each of the 28 markets the 
network broadcasts to.

A nationwide audit 
was undertaken with the 
primary brands and models 
that made up the network 
all being worthy options 
for comparisons.  Our 
requirements were one 
processor supplier with the 
flexibility to sound great on 
an Oldies format to a CHR, 
Rock as well as a Dance 
format to mention a few. 

These comparisons resulted in our choice 
to partner with Orban, who were more than 
happy to assist with a long-term procurement 
schedule. Having the reputation of rock-solid 
reliability that we required for remote sites 
with difficult to access due to New Zealand’s 
challenging and volatile geography also 
played a part in our decision.

Three models were chosen to rollout, 
depending on the size of the market. Metro cities like 
Auckland, Wellington and Christchurch would receive 
the 8600 (now 8700i), Regional cities the 5700i and small 
provincial markets the 5500i.  Having the added extra of 
integrated RDS generators has enabled MediaWorks Radio 
to not only up the game sound wise, but also introduce 
RDS with an AF table that hands over seemlessly when 
transitioning frequencies from the next broadcast point. 

A major milestone was reached just before Christmas 
2018, when major stations in the MediaWorks Radio 
group were aligned with Orban technology, delivering 
a consistent sound and RDS frequency handover along 
95% of New Zealand’s primary highway, from the top of 
the North Island to the bottom of the South Island, that is 
covered by MediaWorks Radio brands. This means along 
the primary route down New Zealand, All major brands 
mentioned at the top of this article sound exactly the same 

MediaWorks “The Breeze” Studio in Christchurch
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at each broadcast point, resulting in the processed 
sound now being a part of the brand itself.  More 
FM, a Hot AC, has some compression, whereas 
The Sound, a Classic Rock format is very open 
with wide stereo separation, making the most of the 
production techniques used at the time of recording.

With studio automation raw audio being linear 
and satellite delivery with limited compression, we 
have eliminated the listener fatigue that had plagued 
our brands for many years,  Listeners can hear the 
difference, clients love the wide friendly quality of 
our broadcasts and listener TSL has risen for each 
brand in the markets where we have deployed the 
Orban processors, resulting in higher ratings.

The partnership MediaWorks NZ has with Orban 
for this project has been second to none.

The professionalism, the speed of support and 
the willingness to introduce enhancements based 
on our requirements has resulted in the decision 
to align with Orban becoming one of the most 
successful vendor relationships I have had the 
pleasure of working in and continue to work with as 
we continue the plan and work towards aligning the 
remaining markets in NZ by Q2, 2020 resulting in a 
100% Orban processing solution across our growing 
FM Network.

About Orban: For over 45 years, Orban has set 
the benchmark for professional best-in-class 
audio processing worldwide and continues to 
provide state-of-the-art audio solutions for live 
performance venues and content creators, as 
well as radio, TV and Internet broadcasters. 
Applications include radio and streaming audio 
processing, loudness measurement and control, 
multichannel surround audio rendering and digital 
audio processing and monitoring for industry 
leaders including ABC, BBC, CBS, Disney, ESPN, 
FOX, iHeart, NBC, NHK and SKY. Orban Labs’ 
offices are in Pennsauken, NJ right across the 
river from Philadelphia, PA, San Francisco, CA and 
Ludwigsburg, Germany. 

For more information on Orban, please visit our 
website www.orban.com.

Orban’s flagship Audio Processor: OPTIMOD 8700i

Rack with OPTIMOD 5500i and 5700i at MediaWorks

http://orban.com
http://www.orban.com
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By Clark Novak

The author is Radio Mar-
keting Specialist for Lawo AG.

When broadcasters begin 
to discuss building studios 

using AoIP, the subject turns rather quickly to esoteric 
engineering topics like switch selection, console specifi-
cations and packet redundancy. 

But for station managers, these fine details pale in 
comparison to a bigger question; namely, “Why should I 

approve this expense?” There are lots of answers to that 
question, but let’s cut to the bottom-line: AoIP networks 
save money. 

THE BOTTOM LINE
New facilities built on an IP backbone cost less than 

traditional studios because they use the same inexpen-
sive, off-the-shelf Ethernet switches as computer data 
networks. That means that the tech at the center of your 
facility is no longer proprietary: it’s a commodity, with all 
the price advantages that implies. 

It’s also future-proof — computer networks are easily 

IP Studios For Managers
Or, what you need to know before you say “yes”

GUESTCOMMENTARY

RadioFR and La Télé produce programming in the all-IP-based radio and TV media house Mediaparc in Fribourg, Switzerland: SMPTE 2022-
7 in an ST2110-40 environment — AES67 and Ravenna, 24 hours in live operation.

http://Lawo.com
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scalable and flexible: once audio is turned into data, it 
can be sent anywhere — across the building, or across 
the world. Lower cost and more flexibility are two big 
advantages that have made IP the standard for radio and 
TV stations across the globe.

Let’s look at some of the specific ways that choosing 
AoIP for your new studio will benefit your daily operations.

It bears repeating: studios that use AoIP infrastructure 
are money-savers. How? First of all, the cost of wires and 
cables are dramatically reduced. In analog or older digital 
facilities, every audio signal had to travel over its own 
pair of dedicated cables. By 
comparison, AoIP carries hun-
dreds of bidirectional stereo 
channels on one Cat-6 Ethernet 
cable. And that Cat-6 can also 
carry data from your traffic and 
scheduling systems at the same 
time, further simplifying infra-
structure and reducing cost. 

Nearly all of today’s radio 
equipment has an AoIP connec-
tion built in, which means one 
cable is all that’s needed to con-
nect a phone system, satellite 
receiver — even a transmitter! 
All of which translates into faster 
installation with lower costs.

BENEFITS
AoIP networks also save 

thanks to their natural affinity 
with studio computers. Your 

mixing console can finally talk direct-
ly to the PCs used for recording, 
editing, production and playout — 
which means that the cost of expen-
sive professional sound cards, line 
input cards and A-to-D converters 
is eliminated. Audio signals can also 
carry metadata for HD Radio and 
web-stream “now playing” info, or for 
visual radio channels.

Scalability is a big benefit of IP 
networks. If you’ve built studios 
before, you probably remember that 
as soon as they were finished, an 
unanticipated need popped up: a 
new station added to the mix, anoth-
er production room needed, more 
capacity for syndicated programs. 

In the old days this meant expen-
sive cable bundles, patch bays and 
punch blocks; with AoIP, adding 

capacity is as simple as plugging new gear into the net-
work switch. And since Ethernet switches are routers at 
heart, an IP studio network lets you immediately route 
audio from any studio to any other studio, instantly.

You’ve probably noticed that TV is embracing IP in a big 
way. Television stations have been steadily moving to IP 
production infrastructures, which means an AoIP network 
in the radio suite can finally share audio seamlessly with 
the video facilities. Modern mixing engines used in today’s 
radio consoles can easily extract audio from the SDI and 

Continued on page 12  ❱

KISS FM, a popular radio station of Radio Africa Group in Nairobi, Kenya, operates with 
virtual radio IP technology.

Astro Radio in Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia, uses IP-based radio tools: the control surface is software, 
driven by a multitouch interface on a high-resolution computer display. LITE channel host Soraya 
is pictured.
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MADI formats used by televi-
sion, and radio content can be 
routed to TV master control in 
an instant.

WHAT’S AES67?
Today, most manufacturers’ 

AoIP gear interconnects, but it 
wasn’t always so. In the early 
days, every console maker used 
their own proprietary protocol 
— meaning you were locked 
into that vendor’s “walled gar-
den” of products. This didn’t 
always sit well, and for a good 
reason: you should be able to 
choose the equipment that best suits your needs, without 
artificial limitations.

The AES67 AoIP standard, ratified by the industry’s 
leading technology companies, is the answer. AES67 
provides a common tongue that IP products can speak 
regardless of the manufacturer. Most companies have 
added it to their products, but not all. Before you sign 
on the dotted line, be sure that your AoIP equipment is 
100% AES67-compliant.

CONCLUSION
If you’re thinking about going IP, now is a great time. 

The documented cost savings of this proven technolo-
gy, coupled with ease of installation and maintenance, 
expansion-on-demand and the interoperability of 
AES67-compliant equipment makes AoIP ideal technol-
ogy upon which to base modern radio studios — an 
investment that will continue paying off long into the 
future. n

Arrakis Puts the Accent on Accent
Redefines the standard for studio quality  
and beauty, says firm

With the introduction of its Accent line of compo-
nent studio furniture for radio, Arrakis Systems says it has 
redefined the standard for studio quality and beauty. 

The company says that the metal structure is artfully 
integrated into the visible design decor of the cabin-
etry, creating a durable and attractive studio. Arrakis 
describes Accent furniture as a contemporary blend of 
brushed metals, pleasing colors and interesting textures. 
Cabinetry and electronic equipment complement each 
other to create a bold visual environment for talent, 
guests and clients, according to Arrakis.

Accent is available in standard models as well as custom configurations. The hybrid metal frame and structural 
panel design combined with Arrakis’ CNC manufacturing systems tailors the product to fit the studio’s size and 
shape. Colors and textures can be matched to décor. 

Because of its origins in the console market, Arrakis is a pioneer in the metal post and wood panel construc-
tion found in most high-end radio studio furniture in use today. The internal metal structure improves manufac-
turing tolerances and makes high-quality modularity possible. It also allows for custom designs that meet the 
client’s  needs. 

NEWSWATCH

❱ Continued from page 11

Astro Radio’s 
Vice President, 
Engineering and 
Technology Bala 
Murali in the HITZ 
on-air studio.

http://www.arrakis-systems.com
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By Paul Kaminski

NEW BRUNSWICK, N.J. — WRSU(FM), 88.7 FM is the 
student voice of Rutgers University, with studios on the 
main campus in New Brunswick, N.J. The station broad-
casts from the Student Center as it has done since 1969. 

Over those 50 years, WRSU navigated the challeng-
es inherent in using analog equipment that often was 
near the end of its life cycle. But originating a broadcast 
schedule that includes three daily newscasts, music 
shows, live performance programs and more than 150 
local and remote sports broadcasts a year was difficult 
under any circumstances; and the station felt that its 
product needed more focus on its audio luster.

Mike Pavlichko is the broadcast administrator and 

advisor for WRSU. “Our main studio was done (rebuilt) 10 
years ago, but nothing else had really been touched in 30 
years,” he said. 

There were three 2-inch conduits interconnecting the 
studios; the conduits were full of wires, many of which 
weren’t connected to anything after years of patches 
upon patches being applied to equipment to keep the 
station on the air.

Nick Straka’s company NS Engineering had done 
projects for WRSU including a news production studio 
and a transmitter upgrade; he was called in to help plan 
what would come next. Straka is a Sierra Audio Systems 
field applications and sales engineer, with much of his 
work done in the greater New York City area (there are 

Scarlet Knights’ Station 
Gets a Fresh Start
Rutgers University station WRSU has completed a digital overhaul of its systems

Music Director Bennett Rosner sits at 
the SAS iSL 28.3 console in the WRSU air 
studio, with General Manager Justin Son-
tupe, left, and news anchor Ryan Margolis 
during the “R U Awake” morning show.

Continued on page 16  ❱



Talent run their shows from a  PC loaded with a 
ScreenBuilder user interface that connects over the 
public Internet with a VPN connection into the station’s 
WheatNet-IP audio networked studio in the city of 
Osnabrück. Onscreen buttons enable remote talent to 
access sources, take listener call-ins, and do all the 
things they would otherwise do if they were physically 
in the studio. That includes talkbacks to other talent 
at various locations and triggering a local traffic 
announcement on the RDS encoder. 

Telecommuting: Radio Osnabrück
Radio Osnabrück talent are telecommuting into work these days. Covering the Osnabrück land region in Lower Saxony, 
Germany, the station has one main studio, a network of transmitters, and several on-air personalities telecommuting 
from various locations throughout Germany.

phone +1.252.638-7000 | wheatstone.com | sales@wheatstone.com    

Radio Osnabrück on-air personalities remote in from all 
corners of the station’s regional coverage area in Germany 
through a user interface on their laptop or PC, which 
connects into the station’s WheatNet-IP audio networked 
studio in the city of Osnabrück. The UI was created with 
ScreenBuilder by Danny Teunissen of MRZ Broadcast in 
The Netherlands, who was the systems integrator for  
Radio Osnabrück’s new studios. 

Tieline codec units, Proppfrexx automation and VoxPro 
recorder/editors are integrated into the WheatNet-IP 
audio network using Wheatstone’s ACI protocol. Through 
the Proppfrexx automation, talent have access to utility 
mixers in each of the I/O BLADEs that make up the 
WheatNet-IP audio network for routing and segueing 
between program feeds during broadcasts. Tieline 
codecs can be triggered remotely and status indicators 
are visible from the Proppfrexx automation as well. 
The ACI protocol ties codecs and automation to SLIOs 
(software logic I/O) in the WheatNet-IP network for 
triggering events and elements, with user access from 
the ScreenBuilder UI on the talent’s PC as well as a 
split-frame LXE console in the main studio and IP-12 
control surfaces in Studio 2 and Studio 3.     B R O A D C A S T  A U D I O  P E R F E C T I O N I S T S ® 

T H E  I N T E L L I G E N T  N E T W O R KI T ’ S  A L L  I N  W H E A T N E T - I P

Wheatstone Studios. Everything Included.  
Put the biggest name in broadcast manufacturing to work building the hardware and networking for your next studio. 
Whether it’s a small single-station studio or a large multi-studio, multi-station complex with tons of crosspoints and 

dozens of mixers, talent stations, and elements connected across a region, Wheatstone will work with your designers/
integrators to create an installation that exceeds your greatest expectations. Tell us what you have in mind.

CONSOLES/CONTROL SURFACES, 
PHYSICAL AND VIRTUAL

INTELLIGENT, AOIP-NETWORKED I/O AND MIX 
ENGINE INTERFACES. AES 67 COMPATIBLE

SOFTWARE FOR NETWORK MANAGEMENT 
AND WORKFLOW CUSTOMIZATION
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large SAS installations 
at iHeart NYC, New York 
Public Radio, CBS News 
Radio, Fox News Radio 
and ESPN). Straka also 
heads broadcast inte-
gration company DNAV, 
along with Daniel Hyatt. 

“The more we went 
through the planning 
phase, said Straka, “the 
more it became obvious to put the station on auto-pilot 
and gut everything out.”   

MASHED AND SMASHED
For two and a half months over the summer break in 

2019, the station played recorded programs on the air 
while every bit of legacy analog wiring between the 
three studios was removed. WRSU transitioned from an 
analog plant with some digital sources, to an AoIP plant 
with some analog sources. 

At the beginning, they found that legacy 
wiring was unlabeled, and used nonstandard 
connections. 

“We found daisy-chained distribution amps; 
each (audio) bus had a different AGC looped 
on it. By the time the audio got to the Orban 
Optimod 8600 at the transmitter, it had been 
mashed and smashed,” Straka said.

After the removal of analog equipment and 
installation of the AoIP architecture, all audio 
between the studios (newsroom, production 
and air) was then carried on one Cat-6 cable in 
a single conduit.

The heart of WRSU’s facility is an SAS Core64 
Audio Engine. Straka says the Core64 provides 
dependable flexibility and expandability for 
future expansion (up to 512 by 512 channels). 
“If more AES67/Dante capacity is needed, it’s 
easy to slide in another card into the frame,” he 
said.

When WRSU wanted to add a second prepa-
ration-and-playback personal computer in the 

air studio for the morning show, the installation was no 
more complex than downloading a driver for the PC and 
connecting that PC to the SAS crosspoint map. That pro-
cess took two minutes. 

In the main and production studios, SAS 28.3 iSL con-
soles (bearing the Rutgers scarlet color) are installed in 
custom furniture from Studio Technology. Each of those 
consoles are connected to SAS Rio Bravo IP engines. All of 
the 24 main sources have their own faders, which makes 
training and operation easier for WRSU’s students and 

Program Director Kelly Brecker, Music Director Bennett Rosner, DJ Blake Lew-Merwin, GM 
Justin Sontupe, Jake Ostrove (sports) from left, on the night of the first broadcast from the 
new FM studio. Station Advisor Mike Pavlichko said, “We played a legal ID followed by ‘Suite: 
Judy Blue Eyes,’ which also was the first song that we played when WRSU switched from carri-
er current AM to FM in 1974, followed by ‘Turn Your Radio On’ by The Suburbs.”

RCS Zetta automation and RCS GSelector training in the production room at 
WRSU. The automation and software give the music programmers flexibility in 
scheduling, and help maintain the station sound in certain dayparts.

❱ Continued from page 13
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community volunteers. Now any audio 
source in the plant can be called up 
for broadcast, and the consoles can be 
reconfigured quickly to meet program-
ming requirements. 

For more flexibility, Henry Engineer-
ing MultiPorts are installed in each stu-
dio, so programmers can connect their 
audio sources from personal music col-
lections, and play those sources through 
the console. Denon DN-C635 CD players 
were recycled from the previous instal-
lation.

The 50-year-old space in the Student 
Center is concrete block, so moving 
walls to facilitate the installation wasn’t 
possible. Technical equipment was 
installed in the main studio. Once that 
equipment was relocated, Straka says 
Studio Technology took custom mea-
surements to design and build an air 
studio that, for the first time, allowed 
guests to sit across from the hosts.

General Manager Justin Sontupe 

said, “We are kind of the college radio sound. If you go 
on Spotify, you can find different playlists, top 40, etc. 
Here, we have some of the not-as-popular music, not as 
mainstream. What you hear on 88.7, you’re not going to 
hear elsewhere.” To help Sontupe and the music depart-
ment support that content, WRSU installed an RCS Zetta 
automation system with RCS GSelector music scheduling 
software.

Automation is used to run overnights and assist with 
live programming. The RCS system is being loaded with 
a library of tens of thousands of songs to reduce the reli-
ance on CD playback, or worse, streaming a song from 
YouTube. Once the library is in place, students will learn 
voice tracking to fill the overnight hours.

Connections to the outside world are made with Com-
rex Access and Access NX codecs, which get a workout 
during football and basketball seasons. Telephone connec-
tions are made through a Comrex STAC phone system.

Equipment Sampler

SAS Core64 audio engine
SAS iSL 28.3 Consoles (main and production studios)
SAS iSL 12.2 Console (newsbooth)
SAS Rio Bravo IP engines (main, production and 
newsbooth)
Pioneer PLX 500 turntables
Henry Engineering MultiPort
Yellowtec m!ka mic and monitor arms
Comrex Access and Access NX IP codecs
Comrex STAC studio phone system
RCS Zetta automation software
RCS GSelector music scheduling software
iMedia Logger by Win-OMT
Studio furniture by Studio Technology
Acoustic treatment by Sound Seal

Top: The Core64 connects WRSU’s air, production and news studios 
through a single length of Cat-6 cabling. The Core64 allows op-
erators and engineers to fine tune program source selection and 
intercom/talkback choices on the fly. 

Left: With one of these Henry Engineering MultiPort audio interfaces 
in both the main and production studios, programmers of specialty 
shows can bring their own music on a jump drive or laptop. The 
bidirectional interface makes it easy to aircheck as well.

Continued on page 18  ❱
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The audio from the Student Center studios feeds an 
STL consisting of a Harris Intraplex T1 as the main feed 
with Comrex BricLink as the backup. The STL feeds Orban 
Optimod 8600 processing. From there, WRSU uses two 
GatesAir FAX3 transmitters (main and standby) with ERP 
of 1,400 watts from a 190-foot tower on Rutgers prop-
erty off Route 1. The station broadcasts from its original 
tower, three-bay antenna and concrete block building 
dating from its FM sign-on in 1971. 

The cost for the upgrades for WRSU were estimated to 

be around $250,000.
The flexibility, digital wizardry and remodeling that 

went into this rebuild do more than future-proof the 
facility; they give the students an idea of what they may 
face in the broadcast environment off-campus.

“That’s what we want to give them, the real-world 
experience. They’re going to go out and they’re going to 
have a leg up for that internship. They’re going to know 
how to use an automation system and audio over IP.”

Paul Kaminski, CBT, has been a Radio World contributor 
since 1997. n

The WRSU Air Studio was reconfigured when the legacy analog equipment, wiring and technical racks were removed. Custom furniture by 
Studio Technology and increased space allow guests and operator to face each other in the studio.

❱ Continued from page 17
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By Gary Kline

The author is owner of Kline Consulting 
Group LLC.

It’s time to build that new studio (or 
upgrade an existing one) and everyone on the 
team is excited. Whether you are constructing 
a brand new facility or simply renovating it, 
there are common considerations to keep in 

mind to ensure you are satisfied with the end result. 
 

What’s ideal? From the outset of designing 
your new studio you need to ask what the 
meaning of “ideal” is. After all, there are 
many opinions on what the ideal studio 

looks like. Ask your colleagues, program directors, manag-
ers and do some online research. Chances are you will get 
a lot of feedback with varying responses. Write all of them 
down and prioritize what’s important. This list will likely 
get filtered and organized based on your budget, timeline 
and resources. The important takeaway here is that you 
first think about what is ideal and then define it. Not in a 
vacuum, but with the meaningful input of your end-users, 
stakeholders, engineers, and thorough research. Be cre-
ative. Be different. But don’t forget an ideal studio should 
always include good engineering practice.

 
Organization and structure. Put a project 
management team in place from the out-
set. Your project may be just one small 
studio, or it may be a building full of con-

tent-generating technology. It may be limited in scope 
and budget or it may be very large with many moving 
parts. Regardless of the project extent, you should have 
a clearly defined decision-making structure in place. This 
will help with prioritization and refinement of the myriad 
of design requirements that you will encounter. When 
you have several passionate individuals on a design team 
it takes leadership and structure to make balanced deci-
sions. Studios rarely get built without outside help. Con-

tractors and system integrators may occasionally need 
assistance navigating a problem or unexpected hiccup. 
The project leader should be empowered to coordinate 
and delegate as necessary to deal with such an event. 

Good structure also helps to avoid budget issues and 
schedule delays. As the lead engineer and/or project 
manager, make sure you are in on the design phase early 
so you can incorporate critical requirements into the 
drawings. I’ve seen too many studio designs that were 

“backed into” because things such as HVAC, MEP, the 
lobby, the kitchen, or the office space had been designed 
(perhaps commissioned) before important broadcast 
technical design considerations were integrated. I’ve also 
seen leases signed before the technical design team was 
consulted. Roof rights (and access), satellite dish place-
ment, telecom availability, floor load capacity, microwave 
path, generator availability and restrictive landlord reg-
ulations are just some of the critical issues a person who 
is not experienced in broadcast technical requirements 
may overlook. 

 

Ten Tips to Help You 
Create Your Best Studio
Here are some common considerations to keep in mind  
when designing or renovating a studio

What’s ideal? From the outset  
of designing your new studio you 
need to ask what the meaning of 
“ideal” is.

Continued on page 22  ❱
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Reflect on user experience and user inter-
face. Build a modern, impressive and 
user-friendly studio. Examine every inch of 
the space you are designing very closely. 

Carefully consider every decision you make about the 
location and placement of objects in each individual room. 
Start with the furniture layout as this is crucial. Furniture 
design can improve the quality of the on-air content 
because the layout and look sets the mood (and interac-
tion) in the room. Invest in the nicest looking and well-con-
structed studio furniture your budget will allow. Things 
such as video monitor placement, mic arm style and 
height, lighting, ergonomics, line-of-sight, windows, work-
space, control surfaces, table and chair height and room 
size/layout will have an impact on the user (and guest) 
experience. Also, consider consolidating different software 
systems (playout, editing, contesting, call screening, social 
media, etc.) into one or two screens. This eliminates the 
wall of monitors many studios have. It also allows for a bet-
ter and more efficient user interface, while improving line 
of sight to the other talent or guests in the room. 

There are different opinions about what constitutes a 
good interface and experience for the user. Some people 
want lots of buttons and flashy lights. Some take a mini-
malist approach with very little “tech” in the room. Some 
studios incorporate glass screens for the mixing desk, 
bypassing the traditional tactile faders and knobs often 
used. Some people want to sit down, some want stand 
up and some studios have motorized adjustable furniture 
height, etc. 

Design your UI/UX so that it makes the most sense 
for your needs. This may require considerable research, 
time and a team effort to produce a good plan. Organize 
meetings and interviews with the end users and listen to 
them. Their input is valuable, as they will use the studio 
every day. Additionally, your architect, interior designer, 
studio furniture vendor and even Google can help you 
with creative ideas.

Acoustics. Stellar room acoustics probably 
has more to do with the quality of how the 
announcer or live performance sounds than 
the fancy electronics you just purchased. Do 

not underestimate the significance of this. In most radio 
studio environments, you don’t want a “live” sounding 
room because that will take away from the intimacy and 
intelligibility of the air talent. We’ve all heard the hollow 
or echo effect in a poorly built studio when one or more 
mics are open. Instituting proper isolation so that there is 
no sound leakage outward and no external noise inward is 
imperative. There are ways to quantify isolation such using 
an STC rating. There are different STC ratings for materi-
als such as sound panels, doors, windows, and external 
walls. Budget and design requirements will dictate your 

choice for a minimum STC rating. Each room has its own 
set of design criteria. Take a newsroom for example. That 
space may not require isolation, hoping that the inherent 
background room noise adds additional credibility over 
the air. This topic is too large to cover everything here. Just 
keep in mind that acoustical design involves specialized 
construction techniques and materials, something your 
architect, interior designer, or acoustical consulting engi-
neer can help you with. If you don’t have the budget to 
hire a consultant, there are many acoustic design examples 
online in addition to books and articles. Reach out to your 
engineering buddies or a mentor and ask them for advice.

Future growth and expansion. It helps to 
group this subject into categories: Physical 
growth inside the existing space, growth 
into an external location, technology 

upgrades of existing infrastructure, and expansion into 
new technologies. As you think about the future, here are 
just a few things to deliberate. Will you need additional 
studios later? How many? To serve what purpose? Is a 

particular studio that you are constructing firmly dedicat-
ed to a purpose that could change later? Did you leave 
enough expansion space for additional studios, offices, 
technology, or a surprise request? Can you add new stu-
dios, streams, metadata, storage, and production capabil-
ity, etc. quickly and cost-effectively? Did you box yourself 
in with a tech platform that won’t scale as you grow? Did 
you choose an audio protocol that is too proprietary? Did 
the business office review your key suppliers’ finances 
to ensure they will be in business long-term? Have you 
studied broadcast technology trends to understand what 
the world might look like in three to five years? Does your 
physical plant and technology platform lend itself toward 
those future trends? Again, these are just a few things to 

Regardless of the project  
extent, you should have a  
clearly defined decision-making 
structure in place.

❱ Continued from page 20
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think about. So remember to consider the future and its 
potential impact on what you are building today.

Speaking of technology. What technol-
ogy will you use? Is there an organized 
approach to defining and selecting the 
technologies, which will be the cornerstone 

of your build out? Almost everyone builds his or her new 
radio studio using a digital platform. Which AoIP plat-
form and protocol(s) will you use? Is it compatible with 
other popular formats and equipment? If your facility 
will be producing video such as visual radio, branded 
content, or podcasts, have you carefully researched what 
equipment is needed to do that? Do you understand the 
special requirements that a podcast creator might need 
as it relates to technology? Do you have a visual radio 
strategy and technical plan? (see Radio World ebook 
“Trends in Visual Radio 2019.”) Do you have a media asset 
management system in your plans? Will you index your 
audio, so it is searchable? Metadata for audio content is 
a hot topic these days. Will your metadata content look 
consistent across HD Radio, DAB, and most importantly, 
hybrid radio/connected car? Did you include the digital 
team in these discussions? Will you build a large legacy 
TOC (rack room) or will you make use of the cloud where 
possible? Have you considered using virtualization to 
aggregate and manage things such as console engines, 
audio processing, streaming, codecs, transmission, and 
many other functions? Have you researched the latest 
trends in production software and workflow for audio 
and video? Are you building a live performance space? 
Does it incorporate the proper technology needed by 
musical acts? The list goes on but in short research as 
much as possible to ensure that you’ve made informed 
technology decisions in your design. 

Social Media. Do you have a mediacen-
tric IT fabric to support the specialized 
requirements of bandwidth-heavy digital 
audio and video? Is your facility optimized 

to communicate with your listeners given we live in the 
age of numerous voice and video apps and use them to 
engage with the audience? Can you put a Skype, Zoom, 
WhatsApp or mobile app on the air easily and reliably? 
Do you support cellular HD voice calls? A simple POTS 
request line is no longer enough on its own to connect 
with the audience. Do you support real-time high-quality 
feeds to YouTube? FB Live? IGTV? Twitch? Do you plan to 
incorporate automatic speech-to-text intelligence so that 
some or all your content is searchable? Did you plan for 
a social media dashboard UI in the studio? You can track 
real-time audience sentiment using specialized software 
now — why not show that on that dashboard? There are 
software and hardware products available to aggregate 

the relevant various social media platforms for broad-
casters that are very powerful.

Security. Given the security breaches and 
ransomware attacks that have become real-
ity, and considering how almost everything 
at the radio station connects to the internet, 

are you prepared? Do you have a security-aware culture 
in place? Your new studio and facility design should have 
an IT security framework, which would include redun-
dancy, backups to the cloud, and a quick restoration 
plan. No studio design should ignore the potential for 
externally introduced malware. Do you have segregated 
networks and layers of security that surround them? Did 
you design each aspect of your studio and office tech-
nology with cybersecurity in mind? A simple firewall isn’t 
enough. Most experts agree it is not a matter of if, but 
when — so have a plan in place. (See Radio world  ebook 
“Cybersecurity and Studio Disaster Recovery.”)

Innovate. Don’t be afraid to innovate and 
think outside of the box. So many studios 
look similar — a desk, chairs, microphones, 
computer monitors, panels on the wall, 

fancy track lights, and a window. There is nothing wrong 
with that. However, some very modern facilities are being 
designed to look different from the typical studio layout. 
Avoid the typical console and chair cookie-cutter studio. 
Design for the user experience and to enhance the on-air 
product. Design the workflow for the users so that it is easi-
er and less time-consuming to do their job. Design a studio 
that can increase station revenue. Here’s an example of 
thinking outside the box: Do studios still need permanent 
walls? (See VRT Radio 2 Antwerpen article starting on page 
4.) There are examples of studios being built without walls 
nowadays or without physical consoles. There are also stu-
dios designed in the cloud, which allows for a less techy stu-
dio but more room for the talent. Sometimes, less is more.
 

Ask for help. It’s ok to ask for help. Every 
one of us has conferred with others to 
brainstorm or solve a problem at one 
point. Your architect, general contractor, 

electrician, mechanical engineer, and colleagues are 
there to help and share knowledge. Tour other stations. 
Some of the best studios incorporate ideas from other 
creative designs. Dig into the thousands of photos 
online of cool radio and recording studios. Your studio 
furniture vendor has worked with many layouts across 
various projects. They will be another great resource for 
you and can, in many cases, share drawings and pho-
tos. Build a well-thought out facility that achieves your 
team’s goals using all of the resources and expertise 
available to you. n

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSfttS05ZfPDUEKUQ4M2sIrSg3EcuccAxzS9TN_toYSXX4OXbQ/viewform
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSeYsqFJGcEZh518eoP0y2AVugQPZ6vT6D9_db17YgrVTMGK4g/viewform
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By Anke Schneider

The author is sales and marketing manager at 
2wcom.

The way people consume media content is 
changing significantly. Like the expansion of IP, this 
greatly influences the convergence of media pro-
duction and distribution units for radio, video and 
the internet. Broadcasters therefore have the chance to 
adapt to the transitioning media-consumption behavior 
and use it to their advantage.

•  Target group orientation: Keep in mind that besides 
the attractive younger audience, it‘s crucial to offer 
each target group the content they want, whether 
mobile or stationary.

•  Cost and time efficiency: By treating a contribution as 
a cross-media project, the video, radio and internet 
units are no longer separated. 

•  Expand the value chain and encourage interaction: 
Cross-media content production and distribution means 
all playout sources can refer to each other. This leads to 
significantly higher coverage. Moreover, by integration 
on social networks, the opportunities of interaction with 
the audience increase. Both aspects include the chance 
of deploying new marketing formats.

 
TECHNOLOGICAL ADVANCES

Results of these developments include internation-
al projects such as 3GPP and 5G-Xcast. The latter is 
designed to build a universal and multidirectional IP 
network for efficient large-scale media distribution via 
5G-Xcast. The project focuses on the dynamic switch-
ing between unicast, multicast and broadcast and also 

enables spectrum-efficient distribution of program con-
tent to a large number of simultaneous users with only 
one stream. 

End users can receive reliable live and linear high-qual-
ity content without burdening their mobile data con-
tingent. With a view toward the future, 5G-Xcast will 
allow national and private broadcasters to launch new 
on-demand formats or offer interacting facilities, besides 
classical linear content.

The transformation to cross-media production can only 
be achieved with a solid technical foundation. It’s import-
ant to carefully consider which approach best meets 
system requirements and the associated applications. For 
example, the best-of-breed approach is focused on using 
only those components per device that best meet the 
technical requirements. This method can be expensive 
and each eligible solution must be evaluated in regards 
to e.g. compatibility aspects or its compliance with the IT 
security guidelines. 

Here are a few significant points focusing on interoper-
ability and flexibility:

•  Choose standards and protocols that optimally sup-
port respective use cases. The SMPTE ST 2110 stan-
dard is designed for cross-media production. In its 

Cross-Media Adoption 
Unites Media Production, 
Distribution
How radio broadcasters can benefit from changes in media consumption 
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structure, audio, video and ancillary data are separat-
ed, which allows for the ability of handling each one 
individually depending on the playout source. This is 
very practical, as SMPTE ST 2110 can receive all AES67 
streams at a 48 kHz sample rate. It is interoperable 
with all common standards supporting pure audio/
radio productions, such as Ravenna (distribution 
networks), Livewire+ (studio) or Dante (concert halls, 
conferences or studio). 

A specific application could be, for example, the 
audio description in a video, which helps blind and 
visually handicapped people aurally better follow the 
story. For this purpose, it’s sufficient to produce the 
audio content with one of the previously mentioned 
standards. Due to the structure of SMPTE ST 2110, the 
respective audio can be added to the stream, already 
including the video signal and ancillary data. Besides 
the flexible handling of different stream sources, 
an uncomplicated negotiation and management of 
all connections is possible for unicast and multicast 
streams because all relevant protocols are supported 
(SIP for unicast and RTSP/SDP for multicast). Unicast, 

for instance, makes sense in case of permanent point-
to-point connections between studios.   

In order to be able to deal with advertising and dis-
covery, connection management and network control 
in environments based on SMPTE ST 2110 and AES67, 
the Advanced Media Workflow Association (AMWA) 
has published the NMOS standard. Recently launched, 
this standard is constantly being refined based on 
technical real live requirements.

•  Compatibility of audio algorithms can’t be taken for 
granted. Especially AAC profiles and Opus are imple-
mented in different ways, which leads to incompati-
bility in regards of frame sizes. It is therefore import-
ant to put every manufacturer through its paces to 
ensure all possible variants of an audio algorithm are 
supported.

•  Conversion of audio formats, protocols and standards 
according to the use case. That is, considered in terms 
of bandwidth economy, it makes sense to convert an 
audio stream for publication on a website from the 
high-quality PCM format to the compressed AAC xHE 
format. Or, to provide a stream not only for audio over 
IP networks but also for DAB+, it must be possible to 
transform from Ravenna standard to AES67. 

•  An intelligent content management of streams is 
essential, amongst others because the number of 
audio streams for a production is significantly higher 
compared to the number of video streams. It enables 

A diagram of a cross-media studio setup.  The audio description contribution, Facebook commentary and radio contribution are produced 
in parallel, but separated from the video. A multimedia-over-IP network server enables for hybrid distribution of audio/radio content. 
Source: 2wcom Systems 

❱ Continued from page 24

Don’t take audio algorithm 
compatibility for granted.
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the combination of the appropriate elementary 
streams into logical groups. For example, Face-
book comments mostly differ, so the “normal 
audio comment stream” is replaced with the 
“Facebook comment stream.” Hence, for further 
processing, you can select the relevant ones.

•  Virtualization counts on scalability and main-
tenance. Most broadcasters want to be able to 
expand their networks as easy as possible, add 
new services with just a mouse click or mirror 
the configuration of one device to another. Scal-
ability can be notably improved by using virtu-
alization strategies. The possibilities that have 
been introduced by Docker or VMware to copy 
instances, take snapshots or run them across 
multiple hardware devices is a great improve-
ment for scaling and maintaining networks.

•  That has also a major impact on needed rack space. 
Thanks to virtualization, applications can share the 
same hardware or even run as a swarm across multi-
ple hardware units with different hardware configu-
rations. That reduces the number of devices needed, 
because server hardware has, in most cases, a lot 
more processing power than the specialized hard-
ware of codec manufacturers. Thanks to AES67 and 
other audio over IP standards the requirements for 
real hardware interfaces are slowly disappearing and 
that is opening the door for virtualized solutions that 
are depending on an all-IP infrastructure.  With high 
bandwidth and robust IP lines audio processing in the 
cloud becomes possible. In consequence manufactur-

ers have to pick up the pace and offer their solutions 
as virtualized software. 

ENSURING TRANSMISSION ROBUSTNESS 
There are various ways to ensure transmission stability. 

By standard software feature and/or protocol the SMPTE 
ST 2202-7 standard ensures dual-streaming of a gener-
ated IP stream. In the case of packet losses of the first 
stream, the respective packets can be reconstructed from 
the second stream. Another method is to transmit the 
stream in up to four different audio qualities.

In case of failure, the decoder switches to the next 
quality available. If unicast streams are sufficient for cer-
tain scenarios, SRT [Secure Reliable Transport] can also be 

The IRT’s 5G-Xcast project allows end users to receive top-quality linear 
and nonlinear content with their 4G/5G-capable devices. 

An example of KroneHit’s cross-media radio election reporting with analyses and graphics for the homepage. In addition to radio and 
video, the station also integrated an online editorial team. Source: KroneHit, Austria 

Continued on page 28  ❱
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used. SRT was originally designed for video, but supports 
audio perfectly, too. It offers a much better protection 
against packet loss than other FECs with low latency. 
Moreover, SRT offers encryption of the content.  

By device, this requires a logical concept that defines 
exactly how encoders and decoders should be cross-con-
nected and when to switch to the backup device. In prin-
ciple, this structure is similarly adaptable for all parts of a 
system. 

In addition, hybrid distribution comprises not only an 
alternative source as a backup but also to increase cover-
age by reaching regions still lacking of IP or certain end 
customer devices like DAB radios. The possibility of using 

several sources in parallel means the produced content 
can be distributed via IP, FM, satellite or DAB. 

By bandwidth and stream management, it is obvious 
redundancy by software does not come with low band-
width and especially video streams are real bandwidth 
drivers. By using a SDN [software-defined network] con-
troller the optimal path through the network is chosen 
for the traffic. In addition, an orchestrator handles the 
high number of streams.

Finally, synchronization in IP networks, and particularly 
audio syncs to the video, can be achieved by PTPv2. With 
parallel hybrid distribution via satellite this takes place via 
GPS using the 1pps signal. n

WorldCast Supplies 
Audio Transmission for 
Purbeck Coast FM

Purbeck Coast FM, which began 
broadcasting earlier in 2019 in Dor-
set, United Kingdom, is going with 
WorldCast Systems as the supplier 
for its audio transmission system. 
WorldCast Systems’ U.K. distributor 
Baudion managed the project.

Needing a system to link its stu-
dios with the transmitter site four 
kilometers away, Purbeck went with 
WorldCast’s APT studio-to-transmit-
ter-link codecs, an Ecreso FM 300 
W transmitter and an APT IP Silver 
encoder that was installed at the stu-
dio, while an APT IP Sil-
ver decoder was put at 
the transmitter site. The 
connectivity uses two 
IP paths, one through 
a microwave radio link 
and a second via inter-
net VPN.

Purbeck shares its 
transmission site with 
other FM stations, so in 
order to comply with 
U.K. regulator Ofcom’s 
requirements, WorldCast Systems is supplying an 
additional custom-tuned filter to remove unwanted 
intermodulation products.

The station is using the Ecreso transmitter’s backup 

audio players as a program source, which allows the 
STL codec configuration to be monitored and opti-
mized prior to the commencement of broadcasting 
from the studios.

NEWSWATCH

 Purbeck Coast FM’s STL with Ecreso 300 W FM transmitter and APT IP Silver codecs 
enhanced with SureStream. (Drawn by P.W. Bond)

The transmitter site equipped with a low-power Ecreso 300 W FM transmitter and APT decoder.

❱ Continued from page 27
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WTOP is a 24/7 news operation 
with a flagship FM signal, three 
other on-air licenses, digital mul-
ticasts, a news network dedicated 
to the local federal government 
workforce, a digital agency and an 
extensive digital content depart-
ment and social media operation 
(Fig. 1). Hubbard moved to its new 
location in Maryland right outside 
the D.C. city boundary (Fig. 2) 
for more room and to consolidate 
operations onto one floor. The 
30,000-square-foot space includes 
18 studios and booths plus some 
50 newsroom workstations built 
around an AoIP infrastructure,  a 
total of about 70 technical work 
areas serving 200 employees.  

Take a Look  
Inside the  
New WTOP
Here and on the following pages  
are photos from Radio World’s  
video tour of the facility

Hubbard Radio’s WTOP is the top-billing radio station 
in the United States and a leading media voice in the 
nation’s capital. Photos here and on the following pages 
are from Radio World’s 70-minute video-based tour that 
you can access at https://tinyurl.com/rw-wtop or by click-
ing Resource Center at radioworld.com and scrolling to 
Webinars. Our thanks to WTOP’s Brian Oliger and Dave 
Garner, RadioDNA’s Rob Goldberg, and webcast sponsors 
Wheatstone, Comrex, WideOrbit and Burli, who were key 
technical partners on the buildout.

1

2

https://tinyurl.com/rw-wtop
http://radioworld.com
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The lobby (Fig. 3) is large and welcoming, with a human receptionist. Staff and guests can relax before a meeting 
on sofas in the sales area just off the lobby (Fig. 4).

3

4
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Studio A is “The Glass-Enclosed Nerve Center” 
(Fig. 5),  a name rooted in the pre-PPM days 
of Arbitron and diary “recall.” External sound 
isolating glass is important given that there’s a 
noisy bus depot across the street.  

The studio can accommodate two anchors (Fig. 6) 
as well as sports, business and news reporters who 
come and go; guest interviewees such as a governor 
or mayor; TV cameras; and a Pet of the Week seg-
ment that is simulcast on Facebook Live. Wheatstone 
LXE surfaces and Burli NE software are central parts 
of the operation (Fig. 7). Anchors can bring up any 
workstation in the big newsroom as well as remote 
codecs, a Capitol Hill bureau, weather forecasters on 
or off site and other sources. A transmitter facility in 
Wheaton, Md., has a backup newsroom and studio 
for emergencies.  

5

6

7
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Outside Studio A is the Editor’s Desk 
(Fig. 8),  ringed inside and out by 
video monitors that are both impres-
sive and practical for monitoring out-
side events. This is the central news 
hub, featuring nine workstations laid 
out around a half-moon-shaped desk. 
The main editor sits at a central posi-
tion with line of sight to the anchors; 
he or she is flanked by the WTOP 
assistant editor and digital editor. 
These three have ultimate say over 
what goes on the air and online. 

8

9

10

Visible in Fig. 9 is the digital editor’s position, 
including social media tools and a virtual mixer 
display at right. Outside of the half-moon and 
facing inward are six stations for news writers 
and anchors. Time-of-day considerations (Fig. 
10) dominate the station operation. WTOP uses 
WideOrbit Automation for Radio for commercial 
playback, interfacing with a Marketron backend 
traffic system. 



The newsroom has dozens of identical worksta-
tions to support the broadcast and digital report-
ers of WTOP and Federal News Network (Figs. 
11 and 15). Each has the same mic, virtual mixer, 
computer and adjustable-height desk. Integrator 
RadioDNA designed a virtual mixer using the 
Wheatstone ScreenBuilder software develop-
ment tool (Fig. 12); functionality formerly done 
by hardware is on screen, with only a small 
physical turret for mic control, headphone jacks 
and inputting external sources like an iPhone 
or portable recorder. Audio editing is in Adobe 
Audition or Burli NE. The 50 workstations have 
50 computers, but the system uses one program 
referenced off a file server; a computer is identi-
fied by an E number, and when a user launches 
the executable for ScreenBuilder, it knows the E 
name of the computer and looks it up on a look-
up table to use its unique, location-based config 
file. Any workstation can go on the air.  

Each cube has drops for WheatNet and logic; they 
terminate in a central hub (Figs. 13 and 14). Audio 
from the workstations is on XLR balanced shielded 
mic cables that connect to this stack of Wheatstone 
M4 blades. Utility mixers in the M4s are used 
as part of the ScreenBuilder system. If there’s a 
change to make or trouble to shoot, engineers 
can handle it here rather than at 50 locations. The 
facility is virtually free of punchblocks; RJ-45 patch 
panels are the primary wiring infrastructure. AoIP 
Blades are installed near the gear, and the gear is 
wired to them.  
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Back in the air 
studios, engineers 
created “script-
able” buttons” on 
the consoles (Fig. 
16), and logic 
control for func-
tions like EAS and 
profanity delay 
will come along 
if the staff needs 
to change which 
studio is providing 
live audio on the 
air. For  outside 
connectivity, no 
ISDN BRI here; the 
facility is entirely 
Comrex Access 
(Fig. 17), with 
availability in 
every studio. 

Watch the full 70-minute video-based tour at https://tinyurl.com/rw-wtop.

December 2019
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